When it comes to landscapes, beautiful landscapes are formed from local climates such as history and customs by elements such as varying nature and demographic structures. A feature that creates these beautiful landscapes is the linear landscape element. This linear element is characterized as being beautiful because landscape elements that can be continuously viewed form a beautiful landscape such as a building that looks continuous due to the shape and color, in addition to linear landscape elements such as rivers and roads. Hypotheses concerning continuity and image are present not only in urban landscapes, but also in the landscape of rural areas and mountainous regions. Therefore, in this research, focusing on a bird’s eye view from high vantage points, we aim to examine urban landscapes by analyzing their elements, shape, view and area. As for the examination method, analyzed and expressed the continuity of streets, rivers, green roads etc, using image analysis and GIS. From the results, extract and consider the relationship between the position and shape of elements with regards to continuity and the beauty of urban landscapes.
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